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      Sustainable Wood

      Ultra high-performance sustainable building material

    

  









  

    
      
      
        Accoya is made from sustainable wood which provides maximum resource while locking in carbon from the atmosphere.

      


    
      
      
        Our process of acetylation significantly increases the durability and stability of the raw timber, prolonging its useful life and so keeping the carbon locked in for longer.

This role as a â€˜carbon sinkâ€™ is central to the sustainability of wood and Accoyaâ€™s much lower lifecycle carbon emissions compared to many non-renewable building materials. As a result, specifying Accoya wood is a great way to contribute to a more sustainable built environment.

Welcome to wood, reimagined.

      


    
  


  
  








  

          
        
          Performance meets

sustainability        

      

    
          
        
          Accoya wood means no compromise is made between performance and sustainability.        

      

    
    
      	
            The acetylation process gives Accoya outstanding durability in any climate. Our product is much less susceptible to shrink or distort and is more resilient than other woods in the face of increasingly frequent extreme weather.

          
	
            By lasting longer, Accoya sustainable wood plays its part in the circular economy, reducing the need for early replacement and protecting forest resources.

          
	
            Accoya’s thermal insulation properties are far superior to hardwoods and other materials such as PVC, aluminium, and concrete, making it a natural choice for the efficient, climate resilient buildings of the future.

          


    


  








  


          
        
      

    

    

              
          
            Independently validated performance          

        

      
              
                          
                
                  Accoyaâ€™s high standards meet or exceed the major globally recognised sustainability certifications.                

              

                                      
                Accoya customers can rest assured that our processes are managed responsibly at every stage of the value chain. Accoya is also externally assessed to verify that it meets or exceeds strict sustainability criteria.

              

                    

      
      

        
          
          

                          
                
                  Environmental assessments                

              

            
                          
                
                  Cradle to CradleÂ®, Nordic Swan, Declare                 

              

            
                          
                The Cradle to Cradle CertifiedÂ® Product Standard recognises Accoyaâ€™s commitment to the circular economy philosophy and highlights the importance of products with a positive impact on the environment. Other certifications, such as the Nordic Swan Ecolabel and Declare also focuses on increased transparency and verification of the environmental impacts of Accoya’s sustainable woods.

              

            
          


        
          
          

                          
                
                  Building Certifications                

              

            
                          
                
                  BREEAM and LEED                

              

            
                          
                Accoya can be showcased for its responsibly-sourced materials, high performance and strong insulating properties, resulting in better energy performance, which contribution to green building accreditations, such as BREEAM and LEED.These also require evidence from Environmental Product Declaration (EPDs) and Life Cycle Analysis (LCAs) studies to demonstrate Accoyaâ€™s low environmental impact compared to commonly used building materials.

              

            
          


        
          
          

                          
                
                  Responsible Sourcing Certification                

              

            
                          
                
                  Wood Sustainability: FSCÂ® (C012330)                

              

            
                          
                Accoya wood is certified by the Forest Stewardship CouncilÂ® (FSCÂ®). FSCÂ® certified products help protect the worldâ€™s forests. They achieve this through advanced and robust Chain of Custody systems, where every actor in the supply chain, from forest to final product, is required to meet strict sustainability, worker protection and community focus standards. These standards ensure that there is low risk of the wood emanating from illegally harvested sources, high-conservation value forests or harvested in violation of human rights.

              

            
          


        
          
          

                          
                
                  Environmental Product Declaration (EPDs)                

              

            
            
                          
                To help designers and specifiers in the built environment choose lower impact materials, the environmental impact of Accoya wood has been quantified. In emissions terms, across its life cycle. This measurement uses leading independent lifecycle assessment* methodologies and is declared through third-party verified Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs).

              

            
          


        
      


      

    



  






    Frequently Asked Sustainability Questions

     

    
                    
                How can Accoya be considered sustainable if it uses wood from New Zealand?

                  
            
                        
                How environmentally friendly is Accoya wood?

                  
            
                        
                What is Cradle to Cradle CertifiedÂ®?

                  
            
                        
                Is there any faster-growing timber that would be suitable for acetylation? 

                  
            
                        
                How to check if timber is sustainable?

                  
            
            
    









  

          
        
          Discover our key pillars        
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            Where to Buy

            You can buy Accoya and Accoya products from our selection of distributors or manufacturers in your region. Use our map search tool to find your nearest Accoya supplier.
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          Copyright Â© Accsys 2024, Accsys is a trading name of Titan Wood Limited. AccoyaÂ®, TricoyaÂ® and the Trimarque Device are registered trademarks owned by Titan Wood Limited and may not be used or reproduced without written permission. All companies listed on our â€˜where to buyâ€™ page have received training from Accsys on the use of AccoyaÂ® and have been screened for basic performance criteria. However, we have not independently verified all products produced by these companies which are owned and operated entirely independently of Accsys and therefore we make no representation or warranty as to suitability, quality, workmanship or performance of a particular companyâ€™s products using AccoyaÂ® for any given purpose, nor do we accept any liability for loss relating to any such product (other than as set out in our AccoyaÂ® wood Certificate of Warranty).          

                    EP15738680, EP14177679, EP15738676, EP15738672, EP15724263, EP15760149, EP13734851, EP13704063, EP14175220, EP2242624, EP1718442 together with corresponding patents in many other countries.
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